Speech of Signor Del Bo, President of the High Authority of the ECSC to the Joint Meeting of the Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe and the European Parliament

The Kennedy Round negotiations are, for steel, a very valuable means of improving equilibrium on the world market said Signor Del Bo, President of the High Authority of the European Coal and Steel Community at Strasbourg today. This would benefit both the Community and non-member countries whether industrialised or in process of development.

President Del Bo was addressing the Joint Meeting of the Council of Europe's Consultative Assembly and the European Parliament. This joint meeting, he said, was a symbol of the growing co-operation amongst the peoples of the West to achieve unity.

Speaking on steel he said that this was a sector in which there was much progress to be made. There were considerable disparities in tariff protection as well as in non-tariff obstacles such as anti-dumping procedures, calculation of customs values and other measures resulting in a situation of inequality and very often in a quite arbitrary way.

The High Authority wanted a levelling out of the tariffs of the chief producing countries at moderate rates and a steady, but real improvement on non-tariff obstacles. Conversations were at present underway with the Member States of the Community to draw up a common attitude.
THERE WERE THREE MAIN REASONS FOR THE ECSC'S PARTICULAR CONCERN IN THIS MATTER. THE FIRST WAS A QUESTION OF PRINCIPLE SINCE THE ECSC TREATY EMPHASISED THE OUTWARD-LOOKING NATURE OF THE COMMUNITY AND LAID DOWN THAT THE NEEDS OF NON-MEMBER COUNTRIES MUST BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT WHILE ENSURING REGULAR SUPPLIES TO THE COMMON MARKET.

THE SECOND REASON WAS THE ADVANCE ACTION TAKEN BY THE COMMUNITY, IN APPLICATION OF THE ABOVE PRINCIPLE, TO LOWER ITS TARIFFS UNILATERALLY AS THE TREATY CAME INTO FORCE. THE HARMONISED TARIFF WHICH WAS VERY MUCH LOWER THAN THE ARITHMETICAL AVERAGE OF MEMBER STATES' TARIFFS, BY THIS ACT SHOWING ITS OPEN NATURE THE COMMUNITY HAD TO A CERTAIN EXTENT ANTICIPATED THE PRESENT NEGOTIATIONS.

THE THIRD REASON WAS THE ECSC'S DEPENDENCE ON WORLD TRADE AND THE FACT THAT ITS IRON AND STEEL IMPORTS WERE RAPIDLY RISING WHILE ITS EXPORTS WERE DECLINING. IRON ORE IMPORTS HAD THUS INCREASED 160 0/0 SINCE 1954 AND AT 33 MILLION TONS OR DOLLARS 400 MILLION WORTH REPRESENTED 2 0/0 OF THE VALUE OF ALL COMMUNITY IMPORTS. STEEL IMPORTS HAD RISEN FROM 650,000 TONS IN 1954 TO 4 MILLION TONS IN 1963, AN AMOUNT EQUAL TO THAT OF THE USA. STEEL EXPORTS ON THE OTHER HAND HAD RISEN MORE SLOWLY SO THAT THE EXISTENCE OF THE COMMUNITY HAD NOT HARMED OTHER STEEL PRODUCERS BUT HAD IN FACT ALLOWED THEM TO INCREASE THEIR SALES MORE RAPIDLY.

AS FOR COAL, THE COMMUNITY PRODUCED 12 0/0 OF WORLD OUTPUT BUT HAD NONETHELESS IMPORTED GROWING QUANTITIES OF COAL SO THAT OVER THE TEN YEARS SINCE 1954 THE EXCESS OF IMPORTS OVER EXPORTS HAD COST ABOUT DOLLARS 2 1/2 BILLION.

IMPORTS CONTINUE TO BE HIGHER THAN EXPORTS AND THIS DESPITE THE DIFFICULTIES OF THE COAL MINES.
Referring to the slight increase at the beginning of the year in the Community tariff protection for steel, President Del Bo stressed the care which had been taken to consult non-member countries before putting it into application and to provide for tariff quotas since which helped to maintain the traditional flow of trade.

The recent experiences of the Community had confirmed the High Authority in its belief that present difficulties are caused by major structural changes on the world level. A major improvement would result if the GATT negotiations were to succeed in obtaining a reduction of the existing differences in the levels of steel protection between the chief producing countries. This would also contribute, declared President Del Bo, to better trade relations amongst all the countries of the world.
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